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Abstract : Although the instinct for histrionicism is universal, it had its origin in the 

classical heritage-in church liturgy of the antiquity.  The dramatic writings, both 

comedy and tragedy originated from the religious ceremonies of Greece and was 

later passed on to Rome.  Tragedy was born out of a religious observance as regards 

the service of the gods thereby uniting the temporal with the transcendental.  

Nietzsche grants a role to Apollo, the god of poise and harmony in the Greek tragedy 

but the role was subordinated to that of Dionysus, the God of music and intoxication and in which the 

satyr, the goat-man was integrated with the darker self and primordial unity of Nature.  Such a 

remarkable performance could, at once, entertain and awe the audience.  The comic writing was started 

by Aristophanes in Athens.  These comedies used to depict the common errors and social manners with 

an implied motive to reform them.   
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Introduction : It is notable that these ancient Greek dramas looked towards the Italian masters like 

Seneca and Terence as models.  Their polished style, their intense dramatization of the blood and horrors 

of death and destruction made it possible for the later generation to come to an authentic concept of what 

could be tragedy for their own times.  And the combined influences of Seneca, Terence and Sophocles 

led to a completely fresh starting of the English drama and with the practice and performance of the 

medieval plays in the tenth century British drama came into being on its own.  The present paper is 

critical endeavour to explore the Elizabethan Dramas esp. those of Marlowe and Shakespeare to show 

the remarkable variation in both theory and practice of the genre as received from the Classical Dramas 

of Greek and Italy. 

What is called British drama arose from the church in which the faith of the masses in the Middle Age 

was centred.  According to Allardyce Nicoll, “The church was ready and eager to provide for people 

delight as well as spiritual uplifting by means of art and letters.  It was ready to show to uneducated folk 

the Scriptural story in visible form, thus counteracting the lack of vernacular versions of the Holy Writ.” 

(Nicoll, 18) 

Thus, the initial dramatic form of British drama owes much to liturgical developments of the Easter 

celebrations.  Even the first play Quem Quaeritis appears to be modern because of its dialogic and 

communicative nature.  Though brief, it contains an intensity of evocative dialogues between the Angel 

and certain people.   

Gradually, the English drama started various episodes associating scenery with people-like-performer in 

the process of performing the priests.  The dramatic representation gaining in concreteness in expression 

led to evolution of the genre in a specific manner.  The replacement of the liturgical by the secular, the 

imported Latin dialogue by the vernacular was a stepping-stone towards anglicising the drama making it 

popular and appealing to all and sundry.  It would seem that the emerging classical form and fixity.  To 

add to the popular entertainment value of the play, piety was substituted by licence, plays like Noah’s 

wife, Herod were all lacking in classical ‘form’ or ‘correctness’, but the unbounded expression of their 

dignified suffering must have had the seed of a genuine tragedy which later blossomed into the hands of 

Shakespeare.  The way, Herod – the slayer of infants, the murderer of murderers develops into a comic 

type, his roaring and ranting shows the embryonic stage of the British tragedy which was so complexly 

and variously developed by the University Wits and Shakespeare.  By and large, the English dramas 

showed unclassical orientations defying the classical preoccupation with ‘form’, ‘poise’, monosemantic 

treatment and unities. 

This spirit of originality and innovation could be marked in the English ‘Moralities’ and ‘Interludes’, 

too.  The morality plays, Mankynd and Everyman have abstractions like vice and virtue well humanized 

and universalized on the stage showing a convincing realism and natural development.  The 

dramatization of the human moral values seems to be a prelude to the emergence of the Chronicle 


